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Our Lady of the Bright Mount Church
Opłatek Luncheon

Father Tomasz Sielicki
General Superior of the Society of Christ

Krakusy Carnival Ball

Father Marek Ciesielski
Pastor of Our Lady of the Bright Mount

Photos by Konrad Ilnicki

Jasełka performed by the children of the parish

Photos by George Kaliński

The Opłatek luncheon at the Our Lady of the Bright Mount church hall was very well
attended and additional tables were needed. Father Tomasz Sielicki, General Superior of the
Society of Christ (headquartered in Poznań, Poland) addressed the audience and led in the
blessing of the food and the sharing of the Opłatek.
Congratulations to the children for an outstanding performance. Mrs. Mariola Bałazy, the
second grade teacher at the parish’s Saturday morning schools directed and trained the
children for their performance.
Thank you to the J & T Deli of Santa Monica for donating the food which was prepared by
parishioners under the direction of Helena Gołębiowska. Members of the Polish Scouting
group did a wonderful job in serving the food and being gracious in attending to the needs of
the diners.
A wonderful, entertaining afternoon. Thank you to the organizers for your efforts.

Betsy Cepielik

Anti-Polish book “Fear”
debuts in Poland

Polish News Bytes

Gross exaggerations defame
Polish image
WARSAW—The Polish-language version
of a controversial book that triggered a
Polonian-wide outcry in 2006, has recently
made its Polish debut. Entitled
―Strach‖ (―Fear‖), the book by Polish-born
sociologist Jan Tomasz Gross focuses on
alleged Polish anti-Semitism in post-war
Soviet-occupied Poland. It especially
highlights the 1946 ―Kielce pogrom‖ in
which some 40 Jews were said to have been
killed. The English-language original
version of ―Fear‖ went a long way to
entrench the image of Poles as consummate,
incorrigible anti-Semites.
No stranger to controversy, Gross sparked
off a major Polish-Jewish row in 2000 with
h i s
a n t i - P o l i s h
b o o k
―Sąsiedzi‖ (―Neighbors‖). In it he stated that
one summer day in 1941, the Polish half of
the town of Jedwabne murdered the Jewish
half – 1,600 Jewish men, women and
children. An investigation showed that the
number of victims did not exceed 350 and
only about 40 townspeople had been
involved in the atrocity. In ―Strach‖, Gross
again spares no effort to prove that it was
the Polish people’s ―widespread collusion in
the Nazi-driven plunder, despoliation and
eventual murder of the Jews‖ during World
War II that had generated Polish antiSemitic outbursts such as the 1946 Kielce

Our Warsaw Correspondent
Poles feel better about life than at any
other time since the country dumped
communism in 1989, studies carried out by
the CBOS polling group showed. Whereas
in 1989 only 29% reported being satisfied,
that figure climbed to 49% in 2006 and 54%
in 2007. And conversely, in 1989 70%
reported often feeling upset or irritated
about things as opposed to 45% in 2006 and
38% in 2007. Poland’s growing living
standards are widely believed to be behind
this improved sense of wellbeing.
The deadline for new ID cards has been
extended till the end of March several
million Poles failed to meet the January 1st
deadline. The new year started in Poland
with long lines outside government offices
around the country. Poles have to turn in
their old booklet-type identity document and
receive a new plastic credit-card-style one.
All adult Poles are required to have ID cards
which, the basic document needed when
attending to official business,
Seven Polish soldiers are under
investigation on charges of war crime in
Afghanistan. Last August, following a rebel
attack on a Polish military patrol,
reinforcements were called in and opened
fire on the attackers’ presumed hide-out.
Eight Afghani civilians were killed and
three others injured, but no rebels were
found. The case has shocked Polish public
opinion accustomed to regarding Polish
troops as defenders if freedom, not
aggressors.

Strybel - Fear in Poland to page 7

Strybel - News Bytes to page 8

By: Robert Strybel,
Our Warsaw Correspondent

The Carnival Ball on the
Queen Mary was a great success!!!
The dances performed by the
Krakusy were outstanding, the
atmosphere was festive and everyone
enjoyed dancing to
The Zbigniew Gałązka Trio

By: Robert Strybel,

British patients travel to
Poland for dental
implants.
An article in Pr – USA.NET tells about
frustrated with limited NHS dental provision
and steep costs of private dental care,
patients in the United Kingdom are
travelling to Central Europe for procedures
such as dental implants. In particular,
Poland is emerging as a popular destination,
as Polish dental surgeons enjoy a excellent
reputation within Europe, and travelling to
Poland has become affordable and
convenient as a result of the many budget
airlines that now fly to destinations across
Poland.
Patients in the United Kingdom and other
parts of Western Europe who are
considering dental implants and other dental
prosthetics, can make savings of up to 60%*
by considering treatment at one of Poland's
private dental clinics. This price comparison
is based on the dental surgeons in Poland
using exactly the same materials as would
be used in a dental surgery in the United
Kingdom.
Speaking from Warsaw, Lukasz Liese,
Managing Partner of StatMedica, said ―The
patients who approach StatMedica to find
out more about dental implants in Poland
have typically done their research, usually
with the help of the internet. They are
already aware that they can get much better
value for money by travelling to Poland, and
in many cases be treated by some of
Poland’s leading dental surgeons.‖
Head of StatMedica’s London operations,
Alison Hope added, ―while the exact figure
will depend on factors such as the individual
clinic and the specific procedure,
considerable savings are certainly realistic even after the cost of flights and
accommodation have been taken into
consideration. In fact, we anticipate an
increase in the number of British dental
patients travelling to Poland in 2008, as
more people recognise that standards of
dental care in Poland are very high, yet the

cost of treatment is much lower than in the
United Kingdom‖.
StatMedica assists patients in selecting a
suitable clinic, and can provide local support
in Poland: from translation and interpreter
services to 24-hour care by a qualified
healthcare professional. Patients looking to
find out more about surgery in Poland are
advised to consult StatMeddica.com the
portal dedicated to private healthcare in
Poland.
* Source, StatMedica Research ❒
__________
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